Abstract-In the context of big data, machine learning plays an important role in many fields. With the increasing scale of power system and capacity of power grid, it becomes more and more complicated to accurately evaluate the transient stability of power system. In this paper, a power system transient stability assessment method based on XGBOOST algorithm is proposed. The XGBOOST algorithm is introduced to train the decision tree model and evaluate the transient stability of power system by converting the simulated power system operating data into the characteristic variables of power system. The results show that the training model of the algorithm can solve this kind of problem accurately and quickly.
INTRODUCTION
With the sustainable growth of the world economy and the continuous development of power system, large-scale power grid is developed towards long-distance, EHV and even UHV. The power system in operation is huge in scale and complicated in physical process. The failure of components and the timing of a specific load level are stochastic; load forecasting and generator output are fuzzy; the original parameters of reliability (failure rate and repair rate of components, etc.) are also grey because of the error of statistical data and the shortage of prediction of future operating conditions and operating environment; in addition, decision-makers are unascertained due to subjective and cognitive uncertainties. It can be seen that the power system is a very complex dynamic system with randomness, suddenness, fuzziness, incomplete information uncertainty, and any accident of the system may bring great harm to the power system and even the whole society.
With the rapid development and popularization of WAMS/PMU, many scholars have studied the application of data mining and machine learning in power system on-line monitoring and security and stability assessment [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Reference [6] proposes a regional transient voltage stability assessment based on data mining. In [7] , probabilistic neural network (PNN) and radial basis function (RBF) combined neural network (CNN) are used for transient stability assessment and margin prediction. In literature [8] , the algorithm combining probability and traditional machine learning is used to realize system dynamic security assessment. In literature [9] , the Bias classifier based on ensemble learning is used to evaluate the transient stability of power system. The XGBOOST is a machine learning function focused on gradient lifting algorithm, which was born in February 2014. It has attracted wide attention because of its excellent learning effect and high training speed. In this paper, a power system transient stability assessment method based on XGBOOST algorithm is proposed.
II. POWER SYSTEM TRANSIENT STABILITY ASSESSMENT BASED ON XGBOOST ALGORITHM

A. Selection of Transient Characteristics in Power System
The performance of the classifier is related not only to its own principles, but also to the selection of learning samples. A good set of learning samples can make the classifier reflect the difference between the classes of the recognition objects, but a bad one can't gain this effect. Because the information of the sample is reflected by the characteristic quantity, the quality of the learning sample set is related to the characteristic quantity. A good set of characteristic quantities can well reflect the differences between samples of different classifications and improve the performance of classifiers, so it is necessary to select the characteristic quantities of samples.
At present, there is little research focusing on the selection of power system transient stability characteristics. Because of the limitations of coverage, this paper lists the following fourteen characteristics representing power system transient stability [8] .
Characteristic 1: The maximum initial acceleration of all generator rotors at the moment of failure, which reflects the instability trend of the most seriously disturbed generator.
Characteristic 2: The maximum kinetic energy of all rotors at the time of fault removal, which represents the maximum energy accumulation of the generator in the process of fault.
Characteristic 3: The initial angle of the generator with the maximum acceleration, which represents the static operation point of the most seriously disturbed generator.
reflects the instability trend of the generator with the largest rotor angle at the time of fault removal.
Characteristic 6: Total energy adjustment of the system. Characteristic 7: The minimum initial acceleration of all rotors, which reflects the instability mode of the hysteretic generator relative to the inertial center.
Characteristic 8: Root mean square error of all initial accelerations, which represents the dispersion degree of the acceleration motion of the generator rotor. Generally, the larger the value is, the more unbalanced the disturbance to the generator in the system is, and the more likely the system will be unstable.
Characteristic 9: The average kinetic energy of all rotors at the time of fault removal, which reflects the total kinetic energy increment of all generators.
Characteristic 10: The difference of the maximum power angle at the time of fault removal, which reflects the electrical distance between the front and rear engine.
Characteristic 11: The maximum kinetic energy difference of all generators at the time of fault removal.
Characteristic 12: The difference between the maximum angular velocity at the time of fault removal.
Characteristic 13: The average initial acceleration of all generators, which reflects the average disturbance to all generators in the system. Characteristic 14: The sum of mechanical input power of all generators before faults, which reflects the generation level of the generators in the system before faults. The generation level of the system in the power system corresponds to the load level from time to time and it directly reflects the level of the load level.
B. Two Screening of Characteristic Quantities by XGBOOST
In order to improve the accuracy and generalization ability of the classifier, it is necessary to reduce the number of features as much as possible, and select features that have significant impact on the results as the classification criteria. The built-in function xgb.plot.importance of the XGBOOST algorithm can calculate the importance of the features and present the results in graph form. By gradually eliminating the features with low importance and preserving the features that have significant impact on the results, 19 characteristic quantities that can characterize the transient stability of power system are extracted. The screening process is illustrated in Figure I . 
III. EXAMPLE ANALYSIS
A. Data Generation 1200 samples were generated in the New England 39-node system, and all of them were the running state of the system within 1 s after a branch short circuit. Stable and unstable samples accounted for fifty percent of the total. 80% of them were selected randomly as training samples and 20% as test samples.
B. Full Feature Simulation and Simulation after the
Screening Feature Twenty-three characteristic quantities are used as input, and XGBOOST is used for training and testing. The classification accuracy is obtained and compared with other traditional machine learning algorithms in Table I . The importance of the characteristic quantity is shown in Figure II . As can be seen from Figure II , the importance of these three characteristic quantities which are the maximum initial acceleration of all generator rotors at fault moment, the performance index
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representing the distance between the system and the stable equilibrium point after fault removal, and the difference of the maximum kinetic energy between all generator at the time of removal time to the result is 1. After removing these three characteristic quantities and retesting, we got the simulation after the first screening feature. The results and the importance of the feature are represented by Table II and Figure III respectively. According to the simulation result after the first screening feature, the importance of the minimum active power impact of a single generator is 1 at the beginning of the characteristic fault. After removing this characteristic quantity, the results and the importance of the feature are represented by Table III and Figure IV respectively. 
C. Example Verification
The decision tree model trained by XGBOOST algorithm in the previous section is validated in this part.
By simulating the running state of the new England 39-node system, the location of the fault is set up artificially. When the stability of the system is unknown, the 19 characteristic quantities are calculated which represent the stability of the system given by the XGBOOST algorithm and then these characteristic quantities are put into the decision tree model to judge whether the system is unstable or not. The performance of the decision tree model is judged by comparing with the simulation results. Table IV shows the system monitoring data when branch 5 has three phase short circuit fault. Table V gives the system characteristic quantities calculated from the above monitoring data.
We judged that the system is unstable by bringing the characteristic quantities in Table IV into the known model. The maximum active power impact on a single generator at the start of the fault 3.57215
The maximum reactive power impact on a single generator at the start of the fault.
6.16331
The minimum reactive power impact on a single generator at the start of the fault
1.30852
The maximum normalized active power impact on a single generator at the start of the fault 0.042025294
The minimum normalized active power impact on a single generator at the start of the fault -0.044477059
The performance index representing the instability trend and structural change of the most seriously disturbed generator 0.06728
The performance index representing the impact of the fault on the system (deceleration power)
0.0199988 Figure V shows the running state curve of the system obtained by simulation. It can be seen that the system is unstable after three-phase-short-circuit fault occurs in line 5. The results obtained by XGBOOST algorithm are in agreement with the facts. 
IV. SUMMARY
For the characteristics of power system such as vulnerability, non-linearity, randomness, fuzziness and suddenness, it is difficult to evaluate the transient stability of power system quickly and accurately by using traditional methods. In this paper, an evaluation method of power system transient stability based on XGBOOST is proposed. The XGBOOST algorithm can automatically learn the splitting direction of a sample with missing eigenvalues, and can process the table data well. Its model can be interpreted because it uses some methods such as adding regular terms to the cost function, reducing the learning rate to prevent the model from over-fitting, using parallel approximate histogram algorithm to improve the computational efficiency, etc. A good and built-in feature importance function can eliminate the features that have little effect on the classification results and reduce the difficulty of data processing. So it has more advantages than traditional methods.
The above example shows that the XGBOOST algorithm is effective in solving the transient stability problems of power system, and is obviously superior to the traditional machine learning algorithm in evaluation accuracy and the computation speed.
